
 
 
 
 
 
 

Helmets 
 

Introduction 
Helmets are required and mandatory for all TRR paddling venues when on the water. 

Helmets (AKA: The Brain Bucket) are another crucial piece of safety gear for paddlers.  I’d say even 
more critical for TRR since many of our veterans have experienced and may still be recovering from TBI 
(Traumatic Brain Injuries).  In the military arena, official figures show that more than 361,000 soldiers 
from the Iraq and Afghanistan wars have suffered mild traumatic brain injury since 2002, although the 
numbers could be significantly higher since many concussions go unreported.  

In the past, we only concerned ourselves with the big hits to the head.  Studies on football players and 
boxers have determined concussions are actually cumulative, lots of much smaller hits over time are also 
quite serious.  Paddling helmet makers in more recent years have gone away from one density firm foam 
systems to multiple density foam systems.   

Although specific helmet (or lack thereof) injuries are not available for paddling, I doubt I can find any 
veteran paddlers who haven’t seen a number of these incidents on the river.  For many years, paddlers 
didn’t have a standard like Bicycle (Snell) or Motorcycles (Snell, DOT) for certification.  Now there is an 
International Standard CE EN 1385.  That standard with the required testing has greatly changed helmet 
design and the all too common in the past wretched necks, seeing stars, concussions, etc. have dropped 
due to these design changes. 

Helmets: 

• Avoid life debilitating injuries 
• Protect through multiple hits (as opposed to bicycle helmets) 
• May help breathing while submerged via aa small bill 
• Are inexpensive insurance for one of the most critical parts of your body – the brain 

Helmets use several strategies to provide protection: 

• Outer Shield: 
o Disperse residual energy over a large surface area (hard shell).  This is very similar to 

using a sheet of plywood to support a tent pole in a beach tent. 
o Disperse residual energy via resistance compression (semi-rigid shell).  This is much like 

our automobile crumple front ends. 
o Sweet Protection uses a mix of these strategies – see diagram: 

 

Figure 1 - Sweet Protection Helmet Design 

https://www.brainline.org/article/special-report-cumulative-concussions


• The Foam.  Suitable foam systems are one of the most important design features in a helmet.  
They provide gradually increasing resistance to slow down acceleration.  Look for multiple 
density foam systems which can handle a wider variety of impacts.  The foam liner also needs to 
be thick enough to leave enough room to slow down the head before full compression.  Shred 
Ready provided me a nice comparison of the common foam types used in helmets these days: 

o Single Impact: Expanded Polystyrene: Many variations and densities. Foam of choice 
for Single impacts. Usually must be molded in the densities good for bike helmets. Has 
no memory. 

o Vinyl Nitrile: VN used in football helmet, hockey helmets and some kayaking helmets. 
Multiple impacts, better than EPP at 2, 3 hits and equal at 6 impacts. Sort of heavy 
compare to EPP and EPS. We use this in the Shaggy, Vixen, Sherlock, Shensu, FMJ, 
TDUB helmet models. 

o EPP: Expanded Polypropylene: By far the choice for most helmets needing multiple 
impacts. Lightweight. Must be molded in densities for meeting bike, snow standards. 
Hard to find. Some really cool new EPP's coming out and we are using it in the Phly and 
Lektor Protektor. 

o Zorbium Foam: A breakthrough in foam. Soft at low impacts where EPS would hurt in 
low impact velocities but hardens up in higher velocity impacts. It is a special variation of 
PU foam, so it soaks up water. You have to use a coating to stop the water from being 
soaked up. Not used in many sports helmets right now. Was a bit heavy when they put it 
out on the market but have since reduced the weight considerably. Being used mainly in 
helicopter pilot helmets. 

o Polyethene, cross linked. This is mini cell. Not as stiff as VN and rebounds quicker than 
VN.  Many custom helmet manufacturers like MadHat, Grateful Heads, etc. use this as 
their liner. 

o Simple example of multiple foam layers from ProTec Hemets: 

 

Figure 2 - Multiple Density Foam Systems 

• Retention System.  A well-engineered retention system is critical to prevent the helmet riding up 
on the forehead.  This can also be accomplished via proper shimming the helmet for a custom fit. 

• Chin Strap.  A helmet doesn’t work very well if it comes off.  A solid chin strap design needs to 
withstand the strong forces of water currents when you are upside down in your kayak. 

For a much more in depth explanation of helmet design strategies, I highly recommend this article from 
Sweet Protection Technology. 

History 
My background only goes back as far as 1979.  In my era, novice paddlers and racers often wore flexible 
shell helmets that in many cases lacked foam and used a suspension system similar to hockey or rock-
climbing helmets.  As they gained more experience, they migrated to rigid shell helmets often with mini 
cell as the shock absorber inside the helmet.  There weren’t any standards back then and very few 
vendors.  During the 80’s, the major helmet vendor was Protec.  Their design came from skateboarding, 
was a flexible shell with minimal foam.  A great feature of theirs was full coverage, forehead, temples, 
and neck.  Unfortunately, their helmet was essentially a one hit wonder that often split down the middle 
along a seam.   

On July 12, 1998 a major accident took place that would forever change the whitewater helmet industry.  
A 22-year-old class V boater by the name of Lucas Turner suffered a fatal head injury on the North Fork 
of the Payette River.  This set-in motion a series of studies at Johns Hopkins University, an international 

https://sweetprotection.com/sp_no/technology
https://www.americanwhitewater.org/content/Accident/detail/accidentid/516/


standard (CE EN 1385), and eventually launched the helmet manufacturer WRSI Safety (Whitewater 
Safety & Research Institute) by his father – Gil Turner. 

Around 2000, both Sweet Protection and Shred ready entered the whitewater helmet business.  They 
offered many more designs, both semi-rigid and hard-shell helmets.  Both used single density foam 
systems and hard hits would leave paddlers on river sides complaining about sore necks and seeing stars.  

In 2002, two Johns Hopkins engineering students worked on a scientifically based whitewater helmet 
design.  Their test procedures were eventually used to form the only whitewater paddling helmet standard 
CE EN 1385. 

In 2006, WRSI Safety entered the whitewater helmet business with helmets that meet the CE EN 1385 
international standard.  Their helmets are reasonably priced, use a semi-rigid shell and multiple density 
foam layers.  

On December 17, 2011 the current CE EN 1385 standard for whitewater helmets was published.  There 
actually was a previous version published way back in 1997.  Most major organized races in the US 
mandate participants wear helmets with this certification label.   

Over time, all commercial helmet makers have adopted CE EN 1385 and you can verify by looking inside 
or on the helmet for the certification label.  Surprisingly, helmet costs have dropped dramatically and 
have mostly eliminated earlier helmet issues.  The only other standards organization that has a watersports 
helmet standard is Snell, but no helmets are certified under their standard. 

International Standard CE EN 1385 
The EN 1385 standard consists of 6 requirements: 

1. Field of vision.  Making sure the helmet design does not interfere with the user’s field of vision. 
2. Extent of coverage.  Making sure the helmet covers all necessary parts of the head. 
3. Shock absorbing capacity.  The most important is the shock absorbing capacity of the helmet. 

This is tested in a specialized instrument where the helmet is dropped with the speed of 2.5m/s 
onto a solid metal anvil with a 4 kg metal head inside. Inside the metal head there’s an 
accelerometer that measures the forces within the impact. The helmets are tested in four 
conditions: High temperatures (+35º C), low temperature (0º C), after artificial aging, and after 
the helmet has been submerged for 4 hours.  Each helmet is tested on several areas (crown, side, 
rear & front). The peak acceleration must not exceed 250G for any of the impacts. 

4. Retention system performance.  This test covers the strength of the retention system (webbing), 
as well as its effectiveness, i.e. the webbings ability to keep the helmet securely positioned on the 
head. 

5. Buoyancy.  After being submerged for at least 4 hours, the helmet must float to the surface. 
6. Durability.  After all these tests the helmet should not show any damage that would cause any 

additional damage to the wearer 

Note: A helmet tested to the CE EN 1385 standard is not intended for use in white water class V and VI 
as given by ICF, due to the nature of the test standards. Helmets for use in white water class V and VI, are 
outside the scope of the CE EN 1385 Standard. It is expected that these helmets will have performance 
requirements in excess of this standard. 

 

Figure 3 - CE EN 1385 Label 

http://pages.jh.edu/%7Enews_info/news/home02/may02/helmet.html
http://pages.jh.edu/%7Enews_info/news/home02/may02/helmet.html


Common Issues 
• Wrong type of helmet.  Bicycle, hockey, football, and motorcycle helmets can often be seen 

work by novice paddlers on busy rivers.  Each pose various problems like one hit and the shell 
cracks open, becomes very heavy when submerged, attachments rust, visibility constraints, etc.  
Take a close look at the standard above, each test has a compelling reason. 

• Poor fit.  Helmets should come with a label; “Some assembly required”.  I strongly recommend 
purchasing your helmet locally where you can try the helmet on and get some professional 
assistance in tailoring the helmet to fit your particular noggin.  Heads some in all sorts of shapes 
and sizes, there is no such thing as a universal fit helmet.  Some helmet makers provide sticky 
shims to customize a snug fit, others have mechanical adjustments that take some getting used to.  
When properly customized, your helmet should be able to withstand some moderate upward 
pressure with two fingers and not expose the forehead.  Too tight can be an issue as well, you 
need to wear this helmet all day – it’s needs to be comfortable.   

• Full coverage.  I’d steer away from those cool limited coverage baseball cap styles.  Your 
forehead, temples, and neck need to be protected – impact to any of these three areas and your 
paddling career may be finished. 
 

 
Figure 4 - Full Coverage  

Figure 5 - Baseball Cap Style 
• Brim or no brim.  This is really a preference.  Brims may provide some limited sun protection 

for the eyes and generally provide a larger air pocket when submerged.  On the other hand, there 
has been a few situations where they get caught on a branch and can lever the neck area.  One 
option is a flexible visor attachment.  We often do an exercise in SWR classes where everyone 
can test their ability to form an air pocket when submerged. 
 

 
Figure 6 - Brim 

 
Figure 7 – No Brim 

 
• Full Face or not.  Full face helmets may be beneficial for steep creeking, large slide rapids, etc.  

The downside is muffling your voice – crucial for providing instruction.  I suggest avoiding cage 
designs as they may get caught on small branches, the detachable chin bar is a far better design.  
In close to 4 decades of paddling, I haven’t encountered a need for a full-face helmet (and I have 

one). 

 

Figure 8 - Full Face Helmet 

• Hand me downs.  This is a major problem for children.  A helmet that doesn’t fit is a real hazard.  
It’s a real challenge finding helmets that fit for small heads (women and children).  The next best 

https://coloradokayak.com/products/salamander-revisor?utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=googlepla&variant=29466207107&gclid=EAIaIQobChMI9IKHmMiK2wIVCVmGCh3evAgXEAQYASABEgJM7vD_BwE


alternative is a good skateboard helmet that meets most of the design criteria listed above.  The 
WRSI Trident and the Sweet Wanderer helmets may be a viable option.   

• Retire that helmet.  A good helmet isn’t cheap but your health is worth a whole lot more.  I 
strongly recommend checking the helmet annually and after every big hit.  If any cracks are 
evident, it’s time to retire the helmet – forget about a homemade repair. 

Conclusions/Recommendations 
These days, there are many great options to choose from for reliable safe helmets.  Protec and WRSI 
Safety make great helmets at very affordable prices.  Sweet Protection and Shred Ready cater to the 
higher end of the market.  NRS had their own line of helmets but recently purchased WRSI Safety.  There 
are many other vendors as well.  Try on a wide variety of helmets before settling on a specific brand.  
Purchase locally and take full advantage of their service in customizing the fit.  Get in the habit of 
wearing your helmet whenever you paddle – even pool sessions.  Keep your helmet clean using white 
vinegar periodically to remove fungus that may grow on the foam liner.  Inspect your helmet at least 
annually. 
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